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San Francisco Department of Early Childhood 

Strategic Plan Advisory Committee 
Meeting Notes 

October 14, 2021  |  6 p.m. to 8 p.m. (via Zoom) 
Video Recording Linked Here 

 

Summary of Meeting 
The initial meeting of the SF Dept. of Early Childhood Strategic Plan Advisory Committee was 
held on October 14th, 2021, via Zoom. Jamillah Jordan of the consulting team MIG acted as 
moderator for the meeting. The following is a summary of the items discussed. 

Meeting Attendees 
SPAC Member Attendance for SPAC Meeting #1 – 

Oct. 14th, 2021 

Sara Briseño Present 

Krystle Danridge  Absent 

Rosaura Diaz Present 

Aline E Armstrong Present 

Gina Fromer  Present 

Maria Luz Torre Absent 

Lily Marquez Present 

Myrna Melgar Absent 

Lynn Merz Present 

Brittany Moore Absent 

Latoya Pitcher Present 

Brenda Quintero Present 

Yingying Si Present 

Patricia M Sullivan Present 

Cathy Tsao Present 

Amy Whittle Present 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YYsBBeRM2UxRnvy5DaNy8wvZ8SYQYbyM/view?usp=sharing
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I. Welcome and Introduction 
Jamillah Jordan welcomed SPAC members and public attendees in the audience. She started with 
a brief overview of Zoom platform tools for participants to engage. This included an 
announcement for the live interpretation from English to Chinese (Mandarin) which was 
available during the meeting through the Zoom Chinese audio channel. Jamillah proceeded to 
give an overview of the agenda and meeting participation agreements. 
 
Theresa Zighera, Executive Director of First 5 San Francisco, gave brief opening remarks, 
welcoming and appreciating everyone for their time and commitment to this process which will 
help shape the Early Childhood care system in San Francisco. Ingrid Mezquita, Director of the San 
Francisco Office of Early Care and Education, also welcomed participants and shared her 
excitement of having SPAC members engage in this role, where they will support the innovative 
thinking behind this Strategic Plan, that will center parents’ voice. She mentioned this will be a 
multi-stakeholder process and the feedback from all engaged partners will come back to the 
SPAC to synthesize and refine.  

II. Building Relationships 
SPAC members were given the opportunity to introduce themselves by sharing their name and 
affiliation. They were asked to respond to one of the two following questions. Visual notes were 
captured on a digital whiteboard using the Mural application.  
 
Introduction Questions 

• What inspired you to join the SPAC? 

• What do you hope to bring to this process? 
 
Key themes shared throughout the introductions included: 

• Desire to hear from parents and families 

• This is an inspiring moment for change 

• Sense of responsibility to serve families and children 

• Learn more about this process, and excitement to be a part of it 

• Centering healing, equity, and values-based work 

III. Strategic Plan Overview: Understanding the Context 
Ingrid gave an overview of the two agencies merging to create the Department of Early 
Childhood, the First 5 San Francisco (F5SF) and the Office of Early Care and Education (OECE).  
 
The role of First 5 San Francisco is to administer the funds from the tobacco tax for the County of 
San Francisco. The core pillars of F5SF are to look at families from an asset-based approach and 
to conduct work from a research-based approach. OECE provides local funds for families to 
access high quality to early childcare and education. At the nexus of their partnership is to 
ensure children have access to high quality experiences that support children in their 
development and the workforce making this possible. In 2018 Mayor Breed requested that OECE 
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and F5SF align to improve the city’s early childhood system, and therefore the two organizations 
are now joining into the new Department of Early Childhood (DEC).  
 
Jamillah continue with a description of why the agencies are developing a Strategic Plan and 
what the “givens” are for this merging process. These main reason for the creation of the DEC 
include legislative mandates such as Prop 10 and Prop C, a need for clarity on contracting 
procedures and eligibility of funding, and a desire to focus on racial equity and evidence-based 
practices. Lessons learned from previous work will be taken into consideration in the 
development of the Strategic Plan. The key assumptions and components we are using 
throughout this process include the goal of wanting DEC to simplify the San Francisco ECE 
system; recognizing that DEC’s primary role will be to serve as a grant making entity; focusing 
support for the highest needs children and families; and valuing the voices of parents and their 
engagement in the decision-making process. The initial components of the Strategic Plan include 
a vision and mission statement as well as cross-cutting values to guide this work.  

IV. Strategic Plan Roadmap 
Myrna Ortiz from the consulting group MIG shared how this process will be different from other 
strategic planning processes. This process will be co-designed with multiple stakeholders, center 
parent voice, focus on racial equity, and include strategies for power-sharing. A Strategic 
Planning process roadmap was shared along with an overview of the upcoming timeline, a list of 
stakeholders who will be engaged in the process, and the composition of the SPAC member 
seats.  

V. Reflection Exercise 
SPAC members then engaged in an exercise to share what excites and concerns them about this 
process, responding to the questions below. Included are the key takeaways for each discussion 
question. 
 
What is most exciting to you about the planning process? 

• Positive energy and motivation from this group  

• Resources going to the communities most in need 

• Equity as a lens and focus of the new department 

• Co-creating a new vision, centered on shared values to guide this work 

• This has been many years in the making, excitement that it is now happening 
 
What concerns you the most about this process? 

• Making sure we include the voices of folks who might be non-English speakers, 
newcomers, or those not already integrated in programs or the ECE system 

• Want to have the right qualitative and quantitative data to make decisions 

• No having enough resources to accomplish what we envision 

• We need to have authentic transparency and be responsive to the voices involved 

• Want clarity on what “kindergarten readiness” looks like and how we will define this 
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What’s your highest priority for this process? 

• To help set direction for this work and the department 

• Ensure that the strategies and priorities are doable, and have a solid plan of action 

• That these strategies can help the parents in the community  

• Collaboration to make change and processes that will support children and parents 

• Rigor, accountability, and transparency 

• Being centered around children, improving the lives of children and their families 
 
What would make you feel like your voice helped determine the direction of the Strategic Plan 
and the City’s investments? What would make you feel authentically heard? 

• Honoring, respecting, and valuing all voices included in the process – we are all keepers 
of knowledge 

• Hoping parent stories and experiences can shape the policy making 

• Collaboration is like making soup, everyone puts something in, and in the end the best 
soup will serve the needs of children and families. I will feel my voice is being heard when 
the flavor of the finished product is something I can recognize and be proud of.  

• Centering the voices of parents, providers, teachers, and department staff who might not 
have been included in the past 

VI. Working Together: SPAC Operating Principles 
Carolyn Verheyen from the consulting group MIG gave an overview of the SPAC operating 
agreements and procedures the group will use to build consensus throughout the process. The 
group will use Gradients of Agreements approach when decisions need to be made. We will 
work towards resolution when issues do arise.  
 
The SPAC members used the chat to vocalize their agreement and to approve these operating 
principles.  

VII. Public Comments 
There was one public comment stating support for this commitment. They asked how we will 
know if the Strategic Plan is being operationalized and being reflected in the programs and 
grants that are funded through DEC? How is the request for proposals related directly to the 
language in the Strategic Plan? 

VIII. Closing and Next Steps 
Jamillah closed the meeting with a brief summary of what was discussed in the meeting. The next SPAC 

meeting will be held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month, November 9th, 2021 from 6pm-8pm on Zoom.  

All meeting materials will be shared with SPAC members, along with the invitations for the upcoming 

meetings. 
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IX. Snapshot of Notes on Mural Digital Whiteboard 
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